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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

In this chapter, the writer of this thesis presents an introduction. It covers 

the explanation about background of the study, statement of the problem, purpose 

of the study, significance of the study, scope and limitation of the study, and 

definition of the key term.  

 

1.1 Background of The Study  

Literature is a medium to express feelings, ideas, behavior and attitude 

which humans understand the world of creativity in social life that makes up good 

movie artwork, prose, poetry, and novels. Literature in the work of art is the 

concrete evidence of the human experience of reality life. Kennedy (1983) says 

that literature is kind of art, usually written, that offers pleasure and illumination. 

So, literature is a life expression of human beings in the form of experience, idea, 

feeling, and thought in concrete description by using language as a medium. Sri 

Hartiningsi (2001) added that literature is an experience of humans that is 

essentially true and described in words. 

Drama is one of the literary works presented by the actors and watched by 

audiences. Film is important form of art because it is a source of entertainment 

and literature learning. Film is a motion picture which requires dialogues. It has 

abilities to change the setting quickly and sound effect dramatically, so the 

viewers will feel satisfaction without setting in front of the stage Schmidt, 
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Bogarad, and Crocket ( 2006 : 1418). On other word Martin Scorsese (2002: 394) 

stated that films are part of artistic heritage which is made at a certain time and 

involving the way of thinking and speaking, behavior and the lifestyle of the 

people. 

Ika Wahyu Putri in her thesis had analyzed social conflict. She had found 

four interpersonal conflicts. The first is Mark resented his girlfriend, Erica, 

because she had made relationship with another man. Erica could not accept 

Mark’s anger. The second is Mark had fought with his friend , Harvard. It is 

because Harvard had stolen Mark’s belonging and his action was caught on 

camera. The third is Erica and her mother, Monica. Erica pushed her mother until 

Monica fell on the floor. Monica then condemned her action. The last is Mark 

attacked a group of gay men because they had teased him. They had touched 

Marks’ body without permission. Mark of course took a wood and hit it on them. 

In this thesis the writer is interested in analyzing the social conflict faced 

by the main character in” The Help”. It is because the film is about social conflict 

that happens in a house. Aibileen was chosen as the main character because he 

becomes the centre of social conflict inside the film. This conflict is triggered by 

the matter of black maid happened in the house of white skin people. 

Nevertheless, he was not only having conflict with white skin people but also with 

Skateer who become journalist. 

It happened in 1960 during a civil right-era America, an interesting thing 

that needs to be analyzed here is what is done by Aibileen Clark in her struggle to 
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awaken courage, intelligence, and strength to be group which has same right with 

white skin people. 

Furthermore, “The Help” directed by Tate Taylor is  interesting because 

this film tells about a young white woman, Eugenia "Skeeter" Phelan, and her 

relationship with two black maids, Aibileen Clark and Minny Jackson during the 

Civil Rights era in America (the early 1960s). Skeeter is a journalist who decide 

to write a book from the point of view of the maids (referred to as "the help"), 

exposing the bullying they faced as they work for white families. That is the 

reason why the thesis writer took a point of analysis entitled “An Analysis 

Aibileen Clark Social Conflict in “The Help” film by Tate Tylor”. It is hoped 

that it can increase the reader’s spirit in developing their knowledge on black 

maid.  

 

1.2 Statement of the Problem  

The discussion will be focused on three problems as follow:  

1. What are the social conflicts faced by Aibileen Clark in the film “The 

Help “? 

2. What are the causes of Aibileen Clark’s social conflict in film “The 

Help”? 

3. What are the effects of Aibileen Clark’s social conflict on his life in the 

film “The Help”? 
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1.3 Purpose of the Study  

The thesis writer states the purposes of the study in order to achieve good 

results, namely:  

1. To describe social conflicts faced by Aibileen Clark as the main character 

A “The Help” film. 

2. To describe the cause of social conflict face by Aibileen Clark in “The 

Help “film.  

3. To explain the effect of social conflict toward on her life. 

 
1.4 Significance of the Study  

The result of the study is expected to be able to encourage the readers to 

study literature. Secondly, the result of the study is expected to provide the 

reference for the students who are interested in literature, in this case is film. The 

result of the study is also expected to give a description or some information to 

the readers about the film entitles “The Help” written by Tate Taylor.  

 
1.5 Scope and Limitation of the Study  

For the scope of this study, the writer focused on “The Help “film and for 

limitation of study, the writer tries to analyze one of the characters that is the main 

character, Aibileen Clark. 

 
1.6 Definition of Key Terms  

In order to avoid misunderstanding and interpreting the terms that is used 

in title, the writer would like to describe the definition related to the literature 

terms before entering this discussion further.  
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1. Analysis is a definition of it is element which has the comprehend 

relationship one element and the other in supporting the meaning of 

literature (Sudjiman, 1984: 6). 

2. Aibileen Clark is the main character of film that is analyzed.  

3. Social Conflict is the confrontation between one person and another. Rj 

Rummel   (2007).  

4. The Help is the title of film is analyzed created by Tate Taylor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


